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Welcome!
 

I’m excited for you to dive into this Workbook where you will learn the 5
steps to passing the bar exam after not passing. 

This may be your second, third, fourth or fifth time taking the bar exam.
Most likely, you are doubting in your ability to pass. And embarrassed
because everyone around you is passing the bar, even those who only
studied for 3 weeks. You may be feeling like you can’t start living your life
until you put the bar exam behind you. If so, you are in the right place! 

My ultimate goal with this Workbook is to help you think differently
about what it takes to pass the bar exam and to give you useful
strategies to make this your last time.

This Workbook provides high-level bar exam strategies the individuals
I’ve helped are using to pass the bar exam in UBE states. They are also
the strategies I used to pass the state bar exams in Florida, Texas, and
Maryland.

Inside my program, I go deeper into these 5 steps but this Workbook is a
great place for you to start.

Questions like...

“What will get me a passing score on the MBE?” will NOT get you closer
to passing the bar exam. 

Passing the bar exam is not about doing hundreds of MBE questions on
Adaptibar with an 85% accuracy rate. It’s about showing bar exam
graders that you are ready to go out into the world as a practicing
attorney. Let's dive in!
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Hi there!

My name is Yohanna Romero Baca.  I passed the bar exam in 3 states (Florida,
Texas, and Maryland) after failing it the first time. 

After graduating from The George Washington University School of Law, like
every responsible law school grad, I signed up for one of the main bar prep
courses. I completed it to a tee. Despite my hard work, I did not pass the bar exam
the first time. I was devastated and ashamed. I didn’t understand why my long
hours of study had not paid off.  

After much reflection, I decided to take matters into my own hands and ditch the
strategy laid out by my main bar prep course. Everything changed for me when I
began studying differently. I also accepted the fact my MBE score had reached a
plateau. This realization led me to give the written portion of the bar exam the
attention it deserved. Finally, I worked on my frame of mind. I began going for
long walks, doing yoga, eating right, and letting go of my negative self-talk.

My strategy worked so well that I passed the bar exam the next time around in
Maryland. Then in Florida two years after and in Texas, two years after that. 

Out of this experience, my system for passing the bar exam was born. 

…A system that will help you pass the bar exam without constantly studying to get
an 85% accuracy rate on the MBE’s.  

Now I am making a bigger impact in the world by helping struggling bar exam
takers like you pass the bar exam so that you can become a licensed attorney and
begin doing the work you love.

I can’t wait for you to be the next success story!

Warmly,
Yohanna Romero Baca, Esq.
Founder of Bar Exam Coaching by Yohanna

 



STEP #1
CHANGE YOUR APPROACH TO THE BAR EXAM

Let’s face it – your MBE score may have reached a plateau. No matter
how hard you study, you can’t seem to raise your overall MBE score
significantly. You may be stuck with an MBE score in the 120’s.

If so, the first step to passing the bar exam after not passing is to change
your approach. Stop focusing on attaining an 85% accuracy rate on the
MBE's because you are likely focusing on the MBE's at the expense of
your score on the written portion. 

This goal you've set for yourself seems to always be out of reach which
keeps you practicing MBEs and ignoring the written portion. Before you
know it, it is only a few days before the bar exam and you've barely
touched the essays and performance tests even though they account
for 50% of your score.  

You can easily see why this isn’t the best strategy.

Doing hundreds of MBE’s is appealing to many bar exam takers because
you can quantify your progress by tracking your accuracy rate. There is
no equivalent system for the written portion of the exam. 

I’m not telling you to burn your bar prep books or ignore the multiple-
choice. What I AM saying is your main bar prep course drops the ball
when it comes to 50% of your score – the written portion. This means
YOU end up dropping the ball too without even knowing it.

The bottom line is…the bar prep system is flawed. It’s not your fault.
You’ve been focusing on the MBE’s through no fault of your own. It's
what you were led to do and what you see everyone around you doing.

Now that you know better, you can stop falling into the MBE trap and
start giving the written portion of the bar exam the attention it deserves.
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2.) Was my focus on getting an 85% accuracy rate on the MBE's keeping
me from giving the essays and performance test the attention they
deserved? 

3.) Even after doing hundreds of MBE's, did my score on the MBE's
improve significantly from one bar exam to the next? Or my accuracy
rate while I practiced?

1.) How much of my study time did I dedicate to the MBE's and
Adaptibar vs. the written portion of the bar exam? (Be honest with
yourself!)
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Below are three questions to get you thinking about whether
you gave the written portion of the bar exam the attention it
deserves.



STEP #2
CHANGE THE WAY YOU STUDY

The second step to passing the bar exam after not passing is to change the
way you study from focusing on memorizing rules to understanding the law. 

The bar exam is testing whether you are ready to go out into the world as a
practicing attorney.  The bar exam is NOT testing how good your memory is. 

In real life, attorneys aren’t required to have rules memorized. They are
required to understand the rules and know how to apply them to their
client's problems.

Stop wasting time attempting to memorize the insurmountable number of
rules presented in your bar prep books. Memorizing the elements DOES NOT
mean you understand the rule and how it is applied to the facts or in real life. 

Memorizing elements gives you the illusion of understanding the law.

Finally, it is physically impossible to memorize all the rules in your bar prep
books unless you have a gifted memory. 

If you study to understand the rules instead, your answers will come from a
place of understanding. You won't be relying solely on your memory. 

When you understand the law, you will see an improvement in your score on
both the MBE's and the written portions of the bar exam. 
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2.) Did I focus on understanding the rules and how they work? 

3.) Did I put rules in my own words to ensure I understood them?

1.) Did I spend too much time trying to memorize the rules word for
word?
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Below are several questions to get you thinking
about how you have been studying thus far.



STEP #3
DITCH YOUR OUTLINES TEMPORARILY

Step 3 to passing the bar exam after not passing is to ditch your outlines. Yes,
ditch your outlines!

Most struggling bar exam takers waste precious time writing outlines or
reading and re-reading outlines. 

Outlines do not get you closer to a place of understanding the law because
they are TOO DISJOINTED. Outlines are great at jogging your memory after
you already understand the rules and how they work. 

Therefore, spending hours reading and re-reading outlines does not get you
closer to a passing score. In fact, it is time wasted that you could be using to
do things that actually get you closer to passing the bar – like studying to
understand the law and improving your answers on the written portion.

Although attack outlines and other pre-made outlines are great, the process
of creating these outlines is where the learning happens. Purchasing a pre-
made one and reading it isn't very helpful because you didn't digest the
material yourself.

Ditching your outlines will force you to study to understand the law. 

Unfortunately, traditional bar prep courses don't show you how to use
outlines correctly. They don't tell you outlines aren't the best resource to get
a better understanding of the rules.

As you can see, studying to understand the law is GAME-CHANGING! This is
one of the most important steps you need to take if you want to pass the bar
exam the next time.
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EXERCISE:
 
 

Imagine your grandmother’s super complicated chicken pot pie recipe. Now
imagine years later, finding ONLY an outline of her recipe. Now imagine, 
 attempting to make chicken pot pie for your family with only an outline of
your grandmother's recipe. 

How good do you think your chicken pot pie will taste? 

This is what it's like to write an essay or answer an MBE question after only
using outlines to study.  
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STEP #4
Take Your IRAC'ing Skills to the Next Level

Step 4 to passing the bar exam after not passing is to take your IRAC to the
next level. This is what I call IRAC 2.0. 

Many struggling bar exam takers think they already know how to IRAC well
since they did ok on law school finals and graduated from law school. 

The problem with this belief is that law school professors are not testing
whether you are ready to go out into the world as a practicing attorney. This
means you can’t show up to the bar exam with your law school IRAC’ing
skills. If you do, you will end up leaving points on the table on the written
portion of the bar exam.

The written portion of the bar exam is testing whether you know how to
communicate effectively in writing. It isn’t only testing whether you can
issue spot and apply the rule to the facts. 

Bar exam graders also want to see that you know how to communicate
effectively in writing because it is a big part of what attorneys do.

Although several bar prep companies offer feedback on a few essays, the

feedback is too generalized. Over and over, I hear from the individuals I help

pass that the feedback they have gotten from their bar prep course is to "use

the facts more" but no one showed them exactly HOW. 

Learning to IRAC 2.0 is crucial because you have more CONTROL over your

score on the essays and performance test than you do on the MBE's. There are

just too many variables on the multiple-choice that are outside of your control.

Leverage the written portion of the bar exam by learning to IRAC 2.0 to BOOST

your score and pass!  
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2.) Am I getting the right feedback on my essays and PT or do I only
have model answers to use as a guide? Am I only getting generalized
feedback on a few essays from my main bar prep course?

3.) Will reading model answers alone improve my own writing? Will
comparing my answers to the model answers improve my own writing?

1.) Do I know how to improve my own IRAC'ing skills? What resources do
I need to take my IRAC to another level?
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Below are three questions to get you thinking about
your IRAC'ing skills.



STEP #5
Be committed to passing no matter what.

Step 5 to passing the bar exam after not passing is to be as committed to

passing the bar exam as a mother is about feeding her children every single

day. There are no “if’s,” “and’s” or “but’s.” 

Many individuals who are struggling to pass the bar exam, say they are

committed to passing the bar exam but their actions tell a different story. 

For these individuals, the biggest challenge is to learn how to get out of

their own way. 

Many struggling bar exam takers ignore the many ways in which we self-

sabotage and sweep these issues under the rug. 

Self-sabotage is real. Fear of judgment is real. Feelings of not being enough

are real. Procrastination is real.

 

BEWARE: You can’t outsmart your subconscious! 

Even though on the outside you might be saying you are committed to

passing, learn to recognize ways in which you self-sabotage so you can

address the problem head on.

You might be doing another load of laundry, going for a run, or watching a

show on Netflix during your most productive hours instead of studying for

the bar. 

The worst part is you might not even realize you are self-sabotaging.

All these issues must be addressed before the bar exam so that you can

show up on the bar exam as the confident and unstoppable version of

yourself.

 



2.) What do you have to LET GO of to pass the bar exam this time?
Habits? Fears? Procrastination? 

3.) What are 3 ways in which this challenging experience with the bar
exam may be considered a blessing years from now? 

1.) When you are committed to passing the bar exam, what will you do
differently?
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Below are several questions designed to get you to a
higher level of awareness.
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THE GREAT NEWS!

Feel confident and ready for anything bar examiners throw your
way. 
Celebrate with your family and friends that you passed the bar!
Come out of hiding, let go of the shame, and finally go back to
having a social life where you don't dread being asked about the
bar exam.
Put the bar exam behind you once and for all!
Become the licensed attorney you've worked so hard to become.
Start living your life!

80% of the battle is won before you even sit down to take the bar
exam. With the right guidance, you can...

Are you ready? Great. Let's
crush the bar exam!
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Yohanna Romero Baca

YOHANNA@BAREXAMCOACHINGBYYOHANNA.COM

I hope you found this Workbook helpful. Sign up for
my FREE TRAINING to learn more. 

 
Send me an email or DM to register for the next one or

to book a 15-minute Strategy Call!

Thank You!

@YOHANNA_BAR_EXAM_COACH



EMAIL ME TO REGISTER:
YOHANNA@BAREXAMCOACHINGBYYOHANNA.COM

How to regain your power so that you feel
confident going into the bar exam, score more
points, and pass! 
How to leverage the written portion of the bar
exam using the 3-step Elevate Your IRAC method
to BOOST your score on the essays and
performance test.
What mistakes to avoid if you want to earn more
points on each essay and performance test.

What we will cover in the
FREE TRAINING:


